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Surfaces and Scalar Fields from
Dense Scattered Trivariate Data •
Chandrajil L. Bajaj Fausto Bernardini t Guoliang Xu





In this paper, we propose an approach to model a set oftrivariate dense and scattered dalaon an unknown manifold
by the zero contour of the a l piecewise tri-quadratic or tri-cubic polynomial. The 0 1function approximates the data
over an octrec·like mesh in an adaptive fashion. At the same time, and applying the sllme techniques. a scalar field
(scalar values associated with the sampled surface points) is also modeled as a C 1 piecewise polynomial function
defined on the reconstructed surface. The reconstructed surface and field can be used to visualize and interact with
the data in a variety of ways.
1 Introduction
In many imponantcases. a physical phenomenon is measured by sampling the value ofa scalar or vector field at points
on the surface of some object. For example, one might have sampled the temperature on the surface of a jet-engine,
or the acceleration of a fluid flow on the wing of an airplane. Other cases of interest are electroencephalogram data
on the surface of the scalp, or the amount of precipitation on the earth. In this paper we will consider the problem of
reconstructing both the surface of an object and a (possibly multivariate) field on it from scattered, dense data (what
we mean by dense will be more clearly stated later in this paper). We will assume that both the surface and the field
are continuous and have continuous first-order derivatives. Since data measurements are subject to error, we will not
uy to exactly interpolate the data but rather approximate it within a given tolerance. We will define a way to measure
the error-of-fit for both the surface and the data later in the paper. The problem may be formally stated as follows:
Definition 1.1 Given a set ofdense scattered points P = {Pi}{;,1 C R3 on an unknown manifold M, and associated
data values V = {V;}{;,l' conslruct a smooth suiface S : s(x, y, z) = 0, such that S approximntes P wilhin a givell
error bound £5, alld a smooth function F : fez, y, z), such that F approximnres the data V associated with P within
a given error bound £p.
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The problem of reconstructing lhe approximation S to the unknown manifold M has attracted the interest of many
authors. A number of methods have been developed for its solution [14, 5. 28. 9. 26, 7, 23, 20, 30. 17,27,8,22,2]
Most of the known methods use parametric or functional surface patches in either local interpolation or global
interpolation. A few papers (see [29. 10, 18, 4, II, 3, 2]) use implicit surface patches. In this paper, we use a piecewise
implicitly defined tensor-product algebraic surface to approximate the unknown surface M.
The problem of interpolating data defined over a given manifold in R 3 is commonly referred to as modeling 3D
scattered manifold data or the surface-on-sllrface problem [24]. Prior work on lhis subject includes [5, 16, I, 15,25,
6]
Our method is based on constructing an approximation oflhesigned-distance function 6(p, M) defined in Section 2.
A similar approach has been used in some oflhe papers cited above. A novelty of the method proposed in this paper is in
the adaptive approximation of6 with tensor-productBemstein-Bezier polynomial patches, wilh lhe required continuity
conditions. Compared to lhe melhods mentioned above, our approach has the advantage of using an oclree-like cubic
mesh for any scattered data. This makes it easy to use, and adapti vely capable of handling irregular data. Moreover. it
handles lhe problems of reconstructing the surface and r scalar fields on it wilh a uniform approach. Once a piecewise
Bernstein-Bezier polynomials representation of the surface and the scalar fields has been constructed, lhe data can
be easily visualized and interacted with. Polygonal shading or ray tracing can be used to display lhe reconstructed
surfaces. Isocontouring, or the normal projection melhod can be used to display the fields over the surface. The
weights (coefficients) of lhe various patches can be interactively and locally modified.
Paper overview: In Seclion 2 we define some concepts and give an outline of lhe algorithm. Section 3 describes
how to define an approximate signed-distance function. We lhen illustrate in Section 4 how to adaptively approximate
the signed-distance function with a piecewise polynomial. Some details on the approximation strategy are given
in Section 5, while several examples are shown and discussed in Section 7. The Appendices contain a review of
definitions related to Bernstein-Bezier polynomials and their properties, and the proof of some of the Lemmas and
Theorems stated in the paper.
2 Outline of the algorithm
If Mis n connected and orientable surface in Rl, then it is possible to define (in all R3) a function 6(p), called
signed-distance. by
6(p) := sign· dist(p, M)
where dist(p, M) denotes lhe Hausdorffdistance from the pointp to the surface M and the sign is chosen so that o(p)
is positive when p is on one side of M, and negative when p lies on lhe olher side. Then 6(p) = 0 will recover the
surface M.
When only discrete data on a surface is available, an approximate signed-distance can be defined in some appropriate
way (see e.g. [23,20,2]). Given lhe signed-distance function, one can approximate it with a piecewise polynomial
function s(x, y, z) (in a suitable domain containing P), and lhen extract lhe zero-contour of s.
The algorithm proposed in this paper consists of the fonowing phases:
1. Build an approximation of the signed-distance function. Preprocess lhe data so that, for a given query point
g, the (approximate) value of 6(q, M) cam be computed. Notice that this requires a topologically consistent
reconstruction of lhe surface orientation at each point. This step can be seen as transforming the problem from
a surface-data reconstroction to a volume-data approximation.
2. Approximate the signed-distance by a piecewise polynomial function. Build, in an adaptive fashion, a
piecewise polynomial, CI-smooth approximation s(x, y, z) of 6(p, M). The piecewise polynomial is built by
least squares fitting of trivariate polynomials, in each cube of an octree-like subdivision of a domain containing
P. to the data points within lhe cube and to additional samples of the signed-dislancefunction 6 defined in phase I
above. If the error-of-fit in a cube of lhe subdivision exceeds the given bounds, then lhe cube is subdivided into
eightsub-cubes and the process is repeated in each sub-cube. The reconstructed domain is implicitly defined as
s(:z:,y,z) =0.
3. Approximate tbe scalar field defined over M. Concurrently to lhe approximation of lhe signed-distance
function, a piecewise polynomial approximation oflhe scalar field can be computed in a similar fashion by least
squares fitting of lhe scalar field data in each cube in the octree.
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In the following sections we will detail the algorithm outlined above.
3 From surface data to volume data: the signed-distance function
Using the signed-distance function to reconstruct a surface from scattered data points has been considered by several
authors.
Moore and Warren [23] use a telrahedral decomposition of the space, and reconstruct the surface by implicit
barycenlric Bemstein-Bezier patches. The signed-distance function used is sampled at dala points (where it is
obviously zero) and at auxiliary points, chosen as the vertices of a regular partitioning of each tetrahedron into sub-
telrahedra. If the sampling is dense enough, then the sub-tetrahedra containing data points partition the tetrahedron
into two components, so that a sign can be associated with the distance at each vertex of the grid. This dense-sampling
assumption can be too restrictive in some practical cases.
Hoppe et al. [20] use a more global approach to correctly orient the approximated manifold. First, for each data
point Pi, they compute a best fil plane, and the associated normal ni, based on k neighboring points. Then they build
the Riemannian Graph, RG(P) over P (two points Pi, Pi E P are connected by an edge in RG(P) iff either Pi is in
the k-neighborhoodofpj or Pi is in the k-neighborhoodofpi). Each edge (i, j) is assigned the weight 1 -Ini· nil, and
a minimum spanning tree is computed. They then orient the plane associated with the point with the largest z-value
so that its nonnal points toward the positive z-direction, and propagate this orientation to other points traversing the
minimum spanning tree. The traversing order implicit in the MST avoids, in many examples illustrated in their paper,
an incorrect orientation of parts of the manifold. Their method continues with the construction ofa regular subdivision
of a parallelepiped containing the data points into cubes. The value of 0 is computed at all vertices of the subdivision
as the signed distance of the vertex from the oriented plane associated with the closest point in P. An algorithm
similar to marching cubes is then used to construct a piecewise-linear approximation of the zero contour of 0. In two
subsequent steps, described in [21, 19], the constructed mesh is optimized (Le., the number of triangles is reduced
while the distance of the mesh from the data points is kept small) and then a smooth surface is built on it. While this
approach gives very convincing results, and allows for smooth objects with sharp features to be correctly reconstructed,
the computational time required by the optimization and smoothing steps is significant.
Bajaj et al. [2] propose the use ofa-shapes [12, 13] to build a piecewise-linear approximation of the surface being
reconstructed. The a-shape is a sub-complex of the Delaunay triangulation of the set of points P. This approach
has the advantage of being based on a well-founded mathematical definition of the shape of a sel of points. The
piecewise-linear approximation is then used to compute the value of the signed-dis!ance function at any point. A
piecewise polynomial approximation is subsequently built on an adaptive Delaunay 3D triangulation of a domain
containing P.
All the three schemes described above have advantages and disadvantages. In all three cases, the method used
to define an approximate signed-distance function can be used as the first step of our algorithm. In our current
implementation. we are using a propagation approach similar to that of [20]:
Begin Algorithm
1. Local approximation. Let P be the given surface data, then for each point pEP. construct a local linear
approximation lp(x, y, z) = ax + by+ cz + dby least squares fitting p and other k(2. 2) nearest points of P. If
the points used are collinear the number of points used is increased.
2. Orienting nonnals. For each pointpEP, construct a normal np from the local approximation ip(x, y, z) = O.
That is, sign· \11p(p)/11\11p(p)ll. The direction (the sign in the formula) of the normal must be chosen so that
all the normals point toward the same side of the surface.
In the following we assume that the surface data P is p-dense, thal is any sphere with radius p and center in M
contains at least one point in P. Our propagation algorithm starts with assigning an orientation to the six points
having minimum or maximum x, y or z coordinate (the normal at the point with max z coordinate clearly must
point upward, etc). Points whose associated normal has been oriented, but such that neighboring points might
not have been oriented are called boundary points and are kept in a list. A point P is extracted from the list and
all points contained in a ball centered in p and ofradius p' (P' is a parameter to be chosen a priori, depending on
the density p of the data set) are oriented (if they had not been oriented before) accordingly to the orientation of
p (Le., in such a way that the the scalar product of the two normals is positive).
3
3. signed-distance function evaluation. The distance 18(p, M) Iis computed by first finding a point q E P that has
minimal distance to p. Then 16(p, M)I is defined as the local minimal distance fromp to lq(x, y, z) = 0 around
q. If the query pointis outside the sphere S(q, r). with center q and radius r, then use 16(p, M)I = IJp- qll. The
radius r can be taken to be the maximal distance of the k points that defined iq from q. The sign of 16(p, M)I is
taken to be the sign of the inner producl of n q and p - q.
End Algorithm
4 Piecewise polynomial approximation of signed-distance
In this section, we describe how to use piecewise polynomials to approximate the signed-distance funcLion. Let
D = raJ, 0'2] x [P., JhJ X [1'1, ')'2] be a parallelepiped containing the data set P. The outline of the algorithm is as
follows:
Begin Algorithm




and partition D by D = UDijk,
l, ... ,h,k = 1, ... ,13•
00 < 0, < < 0" 0,
bo < b, < < b" f3,
'0 < 'I < < '" l'
with Dijk = [ai-I,ai] x [bj_l,bj] x [Ck_l,Ck] and i = l, ... ,ll,j =
2 Local Fitting. For each element Dijl: that is within the distance p from P (if the cube is away from P by
a distance bigger than p, we regard this cube as containing no surface), construCl the (either tri-quadrntic or
tri-cubic) function w = Sij k(X, y, z) that fits the signed-distance function 6(P) at P. = (x., y., z.) E Dij I: in the
least squares sense. The points P. used are the points in P n Dijk and, additionally, the vertices of a regular grid
on the cube Dijl: (the number of such points can be chosen depending on the number of data points available).
The auxiliary grid points in the least square fit help preventing the function Sij I: from having multiple sheets.
3 AdaptiveSlep. Compute the algebraic distances of the computed patch from the data points. If the max distance
is bigger than the given tolerance to. subdivide Dijl: into eight equally-sized sub-cubes and return to Step 2.
However, do not subdivide cubes whose side length is less than 2p.
End Algorithm.
At theend of the iterative, adaptive fitLing implemented by the steps outlined above, we have computed local polynomial
approximations to the signed-dislance function. Obviously, there is no guarantee that adjacent pieces join continuosly.
Therefore we need an averaging phase (called free-form blending in [23]) in which values and derivatives at vertices of
the oclree subdivision are obtained evaluating the polynomials associated with incident cubes and taking their average
(possibly weighted to take into account the number of data points used in the fitting and the goodness--of-fit achieved
in each cube).
Notice that the adaptive refinement of the subdivision can be represented as an occree data structure. In the
following we will refer to the level of a cube with the following meaning: cubes at level 1 are those with the coarser
subdivision. Cubes at level i + 1 have been obtained subdividing a cube at a level i into eight sub-cubes.
Begin Algorithm.
4 Extract Values. For each vertex of level 1 cubes in the final partition, compute function values and the required
derivative values (C3 data, see SeeLion 5) by averaging the corresponding values of the neighboring cubes
polynomials. Then compute a new polynomial in each level 1cube using the averaged data.
5 Recursive C' Interpolation. Compute a new polynomial at each level 2 cube interpolating the C3 data at
its vertices. For vertices lying inside the face of an adjacent level 1 cube. first evaluate the polynomial in the
adjacent cube to compute the C 3 data. Continue in a similar fashion with level i cubes, for i > 2, until all






FIGURE 4.1: Reconstruction of a surface and an associated scalar field from scattered data: (a) Input
points. (b) Orientalionofnormals and octree subdivision. ee) Piecewise polynomial approximation.
(d) ReconslrUcted scalar field.
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End Algorithm
At the end of the top-down construction of interpolants, we have obtained a O' smooth, piecewise trivariatepolynomial.
whose zero-contour approximates the poinlS P.
Step 3 guarantees that the scheme is adaptive. The final partition produced by the algorithm is in general not
unifono. Hence two adjacent cubes may have different sizes. 1\vo adjacent cubes that share a part of the common face
join in one of the following two fashions:
1. The two faces coincide completely.
2. One contains the other as a proper subset.
If the second case happens, then in Step 5 the interpolant for the larger cube will be computed first. and then this
. interpolant will be used to compute the C3 data at the remaining vertices of the smaller cube. This guarantees the
global C' continuity of the constructed function. We shall detail the construction method for the interpolants in the
following sections.
In Step 2, we use algebraic polynomials to fit the data. Since the least squares approximation is not an exact fit,
one might question if an approximate fit to the signed-distance could possibly lead to a multi-sheeted surface. For this,
a theorem like Theorem 1 in [23] for a tetrahedron can be established for our cubic scheme:
Theorem 4.1 Let Pij k = P n Dijk. For a sufficiently small E, if there exists a plane '11"( x, y, z) = °such that all
points of Pijk lie within a distance Efrom the plane, then the zero contollrofthe localfiffing Sijk(X, y, z) is smooth,
single sheeted in D'jk and lies within some distance, depending only on Eand the degree of S'jk. from the plane
'1I"(x,y,z) =0.
Proof: See Appendix (Theorem B.I). o
Another way of guaranteeing single-sheetedness is the following. In [26] is has been pointed out that if all the
weights increase or decrease monotonically along one of the coordinate directions, then straight lines parallel to that
direction intersect the surface patch at most once, i.e. the patch is single-sheeted. We state another characterization in
the following:
Lemma 4.1 If there exists an integer 1 (0 < l < m) such that
Wijk < 0, ;=0,1, ,1-1; j=O,l, ,n;k=O,I, ,q
Wijk ~ 0, ;=l+l, ,m; j=O,I, ,n;k=O,I, ,q
(4.1)
(4.2)
and there is ar least one strict inequality in each set of inequalities, then straight lines parallel to the x-direction
intersect the surface patch exactly once. Similarconcfusions hold/or the y and z-direction intersections.
Proof: The Lemma can be easily proved using the variation-diminishing property of Bemstein-B6zier polynomials.
o
Since the averaging in Step 4 will make the final approximation differ from the local approximation of Step 2, one
should note that this change may destroy the smooth and single sheeted properties of the local approximation. To
avoid this from happening. the averaged values should have a small difference from the local values. If the data is
dense and the partition is fine enough, this will be guaranteed.
5 C l Interpolation of C3 data by (3,3,3)- and (2,2, 2)-polynomials
By Cj data of a function f at a point p, we mean that we are given values at p for
8f
I, ax'
8f 8f 8' f 8' f 8' f




This Section shows a way of constructing tri-cubic and tri-quadratic interpolants over a cube with C3 data on its
vertices so that the composite function is 0 1continuous. The following Lemma tells us how to compute the BB fono
coefficients around a vertex from the oj data there.
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LemmaS.! Let W(z,y,z) = L:~o L:i=o L::=o WiikBi(u)Bj(v)BHw), m> 0, n> 0, q > O,beaBBform




(5.3)Wloo wooo+ 8m x




(a, - a,)(b, - b,) a'f
(5.6)WIlD wOIO + wlOO - WOOD + ITmn z y
(a2 - al)(c2 - cd 821
(5.7)WIOI WOOl + Wloo - WODO + 8 8mq z z
(b, - b,)(o, - 0,) a'f
(5.8)WOII WOOl + wOIO - Wooo + a 8nq y z
WII] WOII +WIOI - WOOl + wIIO - WOlO - Wloo + WOOD (5.9)
(a2 - ad(b2 - bJ)(C2 - cd 831
+ mnq 8x8y8z
Similarconclllsions hoIdfor the other 7 vertices ofthe cube D.
Proof: See Appendix (Lemma B.l). o
Lemma 5.2 Let WI and W2 be polynomialsdejinedon equally sized cubes D I and D'b adjacent along the z-direction
(see A.S). Then if both WI and W2 interpolate C3 data at the four com1t/()n vertices of Db D2, four x-direction
collinear conditions are satisfied at each ofthe common vertices. Similar conclusions holdfor y- or z-adjacent cubes.
Proof: See Appendix (Lemma B.2). o
Theorem 5.1 lfWI and W2 in Lemmn above are tri-cubic, and ifboth WI and W2 interpolate C3 dara at the common
four vertices oftwo adjacent cubes D] and D2. then WI and W2 are C l continuous on the common face ofDI and D2.
Proof: See Appendix (Theorem B.2). o
The lasl Theorem says thai, if a volume consists of cubes, and if a BB polynomial on each cube is constructed from
CJ data at the venex by formulae (5.2H5.9), then the composite function is C l continuous. The discussion above
also shows that m = n = q = 3 is the minimal degree for fanning C I piecewise functions, since there is no degree of
freedom left. If a lower degree polynomial is used or some degrees of freedom are required, one has to subdivide each
cube into smaller sub-cubes.
Creating degrees of freedom by using tri-cubic interpolation. As mentioned in Section 4, the purpose ofcreating
degrees of freedom is 10 achieve better approximation to the local fitting. For a given cube D with C3 data on its eight
vertices, the IIi-cubic interpolating WD is uniquely defined as described above. To create some degrees of freedom,
we subdivide the cube D into eight equally-sized sub-cubes. At each center of the faces of D, we detennine the C 3
data by evaluating WD and its derivatives. The C3 data at the center c of the cube D is free. That is, eight degrees
of freedom are created by this subdivision. This C3 data can be obtained by evaluating the local fitting at c, or by
interpolation as shown in the following. Let D = [a I, azl x [b" b2] x [CI, c2l. Consider an interpolant WD. over
D I = [~J a2] x [6'i62 , b2l X [~, C2). Except for c, the cube DI has C 3 dala at seven of its vertices. Now we
detennine WD] by interpolating this C3 data and the local fitting function althe following eight points
c, c+6x, c+.6.y, c+.6.zJ c+.1x+,6,y, c+6x+.6.z, c+,6,y+,6,z, c+.6.x+.6.y+.6.z
7
wherel:!.x = "2~"l, I:!.y = bl~bll /:u; = Cl~C!. Then we determine the GJ dataatc by evaluating WDl and itsderivatives
at c. Now the other seven interpolanls over the sub-cubes are ready to be defined. Ofcourse, this subdivision process
can be repeated if necessary. The composite function is always G' continuous. Furthermore, the G3 data at the center
of the face of D can also be determined by interpolating the local fitting. However, this will affect the interpolant of
the neighboring cube.
Tri·quadratic interpolation. G' interpolation of the e3 data can also be achieved by a tri-quadratic piecewise
polynomial. However, lhis requires splitting each cube in eight sub-cubes to create additional degrees of freedom in
the choice of coefficients.
The first Lemma in the following says that the six e l conditions on a plane and around a vertex are not independent.
Lemma 5.3 Let R = [ai, aJ] x [b" bJ] be a reclangle in the plane (see Figure 5.1(0», and WI, ... , W9 be values on




are satisfied ifany five oflhem are satisfied.
W'+6 - Wi+3
63 - 62
i = 1,2,3 (5.Il)
Proof: See Appendix (Lemma B.3). o
The next Lemma guarantees that by subdivision, the lri-quadratic imerpolants over the eight sub-cubes exist uniquely
and the composite function is e l continuous.
Lemma 5.4 Let D = [ai, 02) x [6 1,62] x [CI, C2] be a given cube. At each of irs eight vertices P',h')' we are given
e3 data. Ifwe subdivide D into eight sub·cubes D.,i2il (see Figure 5.1(b», then there exists uniquely Olle piecewise
function W on D such that
a. Wil;Z;] = WID;l;z,) is a (2,2,2)-polYllomial, that interpolates the set 0/e3 data at Pili2'J·
b. W is C' continflollson D.
y
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FIGURE 5.1: (a) Six collinear conditions. (b) Subdivision of a cube D into eight sub-cubes.
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c. ifW' is defined in the same way over an adjacent cube D', then Wand W' are C I continuous on rhe common
face ofD and D'.
Proof: See Appendix (Lemma BA).
Unlike the lri-cubic interpolation, the subdivision does not lead to extra degrees of freedom.
6 C 1 Interpolation of C 1 data by (2,2,2) and (3,3,3) polynomials
o
From the discussion of Seclion 5, we know that if eight Bezier coefficients around one vertex are delennined in such
a way that collinear conditions are satisfied, then a globally C I interpolant to C3 data can be constructed using eilher
tri-cubic or lei-quadratic (with subdivision into sub-cubes) polynomials In this section, we use C I data instead of C3
data to determine the required eight coefficiems around each comer of the cube. If lhese coefficients are determined
in a way such that they satisfy the collinear conditions with its neighboring cubes coefficients, then the global C 1
continuity is achieved as before. The C l data to be interpolated is f, ~, U, M.
From (5.2)-(5.5), the C I data at a vertex will determine the z, Yand z direction coefficients, lhat is, WOO(h WIOO,
WOIO and WOOl, around the vertex. The remaining coefficients at the vertex, that is, WI 10, WIOI. WOII and Will have to
be detennined by the C 1 continuity conditions. The following two Lemmas study the solvability of these equalions
and tell us how many degrees of freedom we could have.
Lemma 6.1 Let a, b, c, d and W be given (see Figure 6.1(a)) such rhar
w-a b-w
..6.xI ..6.x2

















Proof: See Appendix (Lemma B.5).
..6.x I + ..6.x2 ..6.x2,--w,
..6.z 1 ..6.x 1
..6.YI + ..6.Y2 IJ.Y2
a--w,
..6.YI ..6.YI
..6.x1 + ..6.x2 d ..6.x2 ..6.YI +1J.Y2 ..6.x21J.Y2- a+ WI .





The Lemma says that the solution of equations (6.2) always exisls and is one dimensional. In the following, we call
equations (6.1) and (6.2) 2D-collinearcondirions.
Lemma 6.2 For a given cube, let (ql' ZI, Q2, Y2, q3, Z2, q4, YI, w), (rl' ZI, T2, X2, r3, Z2, r4, X" w) and (81, XI, 8z, Y2,
83, xz, 84, YI, w) satisfy rhe 2D-collinearconditions(see Figure 6.1(b)). Then there exist WI, ... , Wg satisfying twelve
collinear conditions (each one corresponds to olle edge of the cube), alld the solurion is one dimensional. More
precisely, the set of twelve equations is equivalent to a subset of seven equarions (E.g., four equations on aface and
ollefrom the oppositeface can be removed).
Proof: See Appendix (Lemma B.6). o
For to the cube in Figure 6.1 (b) there are 27 collinear conditions (we will call them 3D-collinear conditions). Suppose
w, :1:1, :l:Z, YI, Y2, ZIZZ are given. that is, these values are determined by the C 1data: Then there are 20 unknowns. To
satisfy lhe 3D-collinearcondition, we have four degrees of freedom. For each of the lhree 2D-collinearcondition given
at the beginning of Lemma 6.2, we have one degree of freedom (see Lemma 6.1). For the 3D-collinear condition, we
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FIGURE 6.1: (a). 2D-collinear Conditions; (b). 3D-collinear Conditions
a. 2D-collinear condition d.D.f. (see Lemma 6.1). Under the 2D-collinear condition (6.1) and (6.2), we choose
Wi such that Wi = wt, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, in the least squares sense. where w: are the given values. We provide these
values by evaluating the local fitting at the corresponding points. Therefore by (6.3H6.5) we can establish an
4 ,
equation in the form [ VI Vz V3 V4 f wI = [ bl bz b3 b4 1T . The least squares solutionis WI = 2::vib;f2:>~ .
•=1 .=1
Substituting this into (6.3)-(6.5), we get WZ-W4.
b. 3D-coJlinearconditiond.o.f. (see Lemma 6.2). Supposeqi, Ti, 8i(i = 1,2,3,4) are determined, then under the
3D-c01Iinear condition, we force Wi = wL i = 1, ... ,8. Again, these w: are provided by evaluating the local
fitting at the corresponding points. wz, ... , ws are detennined in a similar fashion.
c l Interpolation by C l Data Suppose we are given the C l data at each vertex of the cube. Now we show how to
use Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 to determine the eight coefficients around each vertex.
First, WI, Wz, W3, W4 are determined from C l data at the vertex by using formulas (5.2}-{5.5). In order to determine
the other four coefficients Ws, ... , Wg, we need to consider the 2D-collinear and 3D-collinear conditions for the seven
neighboring cubes. Consider Figure 6.1 (b). Suppose V is the common vertex of eight cubes (see Figure 6.I(b), where
the eight cubes drawn are in fact the corner parts of the eight cubes). w is determined by f; XI, zz are determined
by *"; Yh Yz are determined by *, and so do ZI and zz. Then by the discussion above, all other coefficients are
determined. That is, q.( i = 1, ... ,4) are determined by the 2D·collinear condition and force qi = qi in the least
square sense. The value q~ can be obtained by averaging the values of the local approximation allhe corresponding
points. Ti, 8;(i = 1, ... ,4) are similarly defined. So do the WI, . .. , Ws by choosing wI' .. ,w~ as the values of the
local approximation.
In this way, all the coefficients around the vertex V are determined and they satisfy the 3D-collinear condition.
For each single cube that shares the vertex V, eighl coefficients around V are determined. Knowing how to obtain the
eight coefficients around the vertex, C· (2, 2, 2) (with subdivision) and (3, 3, 3)(without subdivision) interpolant can
be built as in Section 5.
7 Examples of visualization
In this Section we present an example of a reconstructed object and an associated scalar field. The sampled points






FIGURE 7.1: Reconstruction of a jet engine: (a) Input data for the ouler cowl, with the oriented
normals. (b) OclIee subdivision generated by the approximation algorithm. (c) Piecewise polynomial






FIGURE 7.2: Visualization of the reconstructed jet engine and a pressure field on its surface: (a) Iso
regions of the pressure field. (b) The pressure field displayed with the normal projection method
(surface on surface). (e) The piecewise polynomial patches. Cd) Isocontours of the pressure field
displayed on the projected surface.
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simulation).
Figure 7.1 shows several steps of the reconstruction process on one part of the engine. The 3780 data poinLS
for the outer cowl are preprocessed to associate local fitting planes and orient the associated normals (7.1(a». The
approximation algorithm begins with a given grid (in this case, a uniform subdivision into 5 x 5 x 5 equally-sized
cubes) and then ac:Iaptively refines it until the error bound conditions are mel (the error in this example was set to 0.01
times the max size of the object). The final subdivision is displayed in Figure 7.1(b). After averaging, a CI-smooth
piecewise polynomial surface is obtained, as shown in Figure 7.I(c). The complete reconstruction of lhis object took
about 30 seconds on a SGI MIPS4400 workstation. The full reconslructed engine is finally shown in Figure 7.1(d).
At the same time, a different piecewise polynomial, whose domain is the same as for the surface implicit function,
approximates the sampled scalar field (see Figure 7.2).
Figure 7.2 shows four different visualization of the jet engine data. In Figure 7.2(a) some isoregions of the pressure
field have been drawn on the engine surface. In Figure 7.2(b) we have used the normal-projection method to show
the scalar field as a surface-on-surface: Points on the domain surface have been projected along the surface normal
direction to a distance proportional to the value of the field at that point. The field surface patches are visible in
Figure 7.2(c). Finally, in Figure 7.2(d), we show isocontouf5 projected on the surface-on-surface.
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A Tensor-product Bernstein-Bezier form
m " •
W«, y, z) = I: I: I: w,;,B;"(u«))B)'(v(y))Bl(w(z))
i=O j=O /;=0
h B"(t) - n! t'(I t)n-i () - "'-<II () _.!L::!L d () _ =-CIW ere i - i!(n_i)! - "u z - "2-"1' V Y - b2- bl an w z - C2- CI·
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m n q-l
-'-L L L 6.00IWijkB?,(u)Bj(v)BC I(w)






Wt(X,y,Z) = L L L w~J~Br(u(t»)Bj(v)B:(w), i = 1,2
;=0 j=O k=O
(A.5)
be two BB form on the two cubes
( ) x - atrespectively, u t :::: . Then WI and Wz are continuous at the common face x = az iff
at+1 - at
w~h=w~~~, j=O,I, ... ,n, k=O,I, ... ,q










j=O,I, ... ,n, k=O,I, ... ,q (A.8)
Note:
(A.9)
1. When we consider the CI continuity at lhecommon face x = az. CO continuityguarantees that 88~1 = a;:"
8~, = 0:,. Then we need only to consider lhe cross derivative, Le., B:;I.
2. The cubes D I and Dz defined in (A.6) are called x-adjacent. Similar conclusions hold for the functions
defined on lhe y-adjacent and z-adjacent cubes.
3. (A.9) follows form (A.S) directly. Both of them are called collinear conditions. More specifically, we call
them x-direction collinear conditions. Of course, y-direction and z-direction collinear conditions are also
used.
B Proofs of Lemmas and Theorems
All the proofs of Lemmas and Theorems stated in the papers have been grouped in this appendix.
Theorem B.1 Let Pijk = P n Dijk. For sufficiently small c, if there exists a plane 1I"(:Z:, y, z) = °such that all
points ofPijk lie wirhin a distance cfrom the plane, then the zero contour-of the local fitting Sijk(X, y, z) is smooth.
single sheered in Dijk and lies within some distance, depending only on ( and the degree of Sijk, from the plane
pi(:z:,y,z) =0.
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Proof: Let 1r(X, y, z) = a.:z: + by + cz + d with a2 + b2+ c2 = 1. Then for any p E R3, the distance fromp to 1r = 0
is 11r(p)l. Orient 1r = 0 properly so that 1r(p)Sijl:(p) > 0 for p that is away from the plane by a distance at least E.
Then for any p, Sijl:(p) = 1r(p) +6(p) with 16(p)1 ::; CE, c is a constant. Let B be Ihe coefficiem vector ofBB form of
the local fitting 8ijl:. That is, it satisfies the least squares system ATAx = ATF with F = [/(PI), ...]T, wherep6 are
the interpolation points. Then B can be written as B = B
'
+Be, where
ATAB' = ATL, ATABC = AT!!
with L = [~(p,), ...y," = [6(p,), .. .jT. Hence
IIB'II S II(AT A)-'IIIW"II s c,
where C is a constant. WLG, assume lal = max{lal, ]b], Ic]}, that is 1r(x, y, z) has the biggest x-directional derivative
among the three x, y, z-directional derivatives. Since the polynomial with coefficient vector B1is the same as 1r(z, y, z).
the coefficients b~ in B' is strictly monotonic in the x-direction. Therefore, we can choose € so that
(B. I)
for any index J.. That is, the coefficients b>. in B = B' + Be is strictly monotonic in the x-direction. Hence any
Slraight line parallel to the x-axis will intersect the zero contour at most once. Hence the contour is smooth and single
sheeted. Finally, it follows from (B.I) that the surface Sijl: = 0 must lie within the distance Ib~ - bLc.1 of 1r = O. 0
Lemma B.1 Let W(x, y, z) = 1:~o 1:j=o 1:L"o wijI:Bi(u)Bj(v)BZ(w), m > 0, n > 0, q > 0, be a BE/orm




(B.3)WIlIO = wooo+ ----m 8x
b2- bI 8! (B.4)WOIO = Wooo +-----n ay
C2- CI 8! (B.5)Woo, Wooo + -----
q ax
(a2 - aJ)(b2 - bl) 82/
(B.6)WIIO WOIO + WIOO - Wooo + "iif)
mn .:z: y
(02 - ad(c2 - CI) 82/ (B.7)WIOI WOOl + Wloo - Wooo + 8 8mq x z
(b,-b,)(o,-,,) a'f
(B.8)WOll WOOl + WOIO - Wooo + 8 8
nq y z
Will W01I + WIOI - WOOl + W1IO- WOIO - Wloo+ Wooo (B.9)
+ (a2 - QI)(b2- bl)(C2 - cd 83/
mnq 8x8y8z
Similar conclusions holdfor the other 7 vertices ofthe cube D.
Proof: Suppose W interpolates the C3 data (5.1) at (al, bit Cl)' By noting
( m "')( b ) _ { 1 i = j = k = 0B; BjBI: ai, I,CI - 0 otherwise,
(B.2) holds obviously. (B.3)---(B.5) follow directly from (A.2) and (A.4). Using formula (A.2HA.4) repeatedly, we
get (B.6)---(B.9). The reverse side of the Lemma is similarly proved. 0
Lemma B.2 Let WI and W2 be polynomials defined on equally sized cubes D I and D2, adjacent along the x-direction
(see A,5). Then if both WI and W2 inrerpolate C] data at the four common vertices of D I , D 2• four z-direction
collinear conditions are satisfied at each ofthe common vertices. Similar conclusions holdfory· or z·adjacelltcubes.
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Proof: Let WI and W2 be defined as in (A.5). Consider the vertex. (a2, bl, CI). From (B.2), (B.4), (B.5) and (B.B), it
follows that
w~lj = w~], i = 0, 1, i = 0, 1.
From (B.3)
Hence
W(I) _ w(1) (2) (2)
m 1,00 mOO _ W lOO - W ooo





(I) (I) (1) (I) (2) (2) (2) (2)
Wm_I,1O - w mlO + wmOO - Wm_I,OO .::: W IIO - WOlO + W ooo - W 100
~-al ~-Ol ~-a2 ~-a2
Then by (B.lO)
(I) _ (I) (2) (2)
Wm_I,IO WmlO _ WllO-WOlO
a2 - 01 03 - 02
Similarly, From (B.7)
(I) (I) (2) (2)
Wm_I,OI - WmOI _ W IOl - WOOl
Finally, from (B.9) we have
(I) (I) (2) (2)
Wm_I,11 - Wmll _ W III - WOII
a2 01 03 02





Theorem B.2 /fW I and W2 in Lemma above are tri-cubic, and ifboth WI and W2 interpoiareC3daro al the common
four vertices olMo adjacent cubes Dl and Dz, then WI and W2 are C I continuous on the common face ofDI and Dz.
Proof: From Lemma B.2, we know that at each common vertex, four x-direction collinear conditions are satisfied.
Therefore, all the (sixteen) collinear conditions are satisfied. From (A.S) we know that WI and W2 are C I conlinuous
at the common face. 0
Lemma B.3 Let R = [01,03] X [bl' b3l be a rectangle in the plane (see Figure 5./(0)), and WI, •.• , W9 be values on
the nine grid points. Then lhe six collinear conditions









Proof: Suppose (B. 14) holds for i = 4 J 7, (B. IS) holds for i = 1,2,3. We show that (B.14) holds for i = I. Since
( (A 9» -~ +~ -~ + -"""'- thsee . Ws - A:2:',+lU:l lor.+t.:l:"2' Ws - W::l+W::2 w"l+IU:Z' en
Wz = ~(WS-W8)+W5
"'" (A:t-2(W'-W') + A:r:,(W6 w.,) +(~ +~)
""!ll Arl+W::2 A%1+W::1 6%1+6=2 W::1+ArZ
..An..!!!.L +~
U,+42:Z &1:",+&<-2'
That is, (B.14) holds for i = 1. Similarly, any other equality can be deduced from the remaining five equalities. 0
Lemma B.4 Let D = [a,. az] x [bl , b2l X [ell ezl be a given cube. At each afits eight vertices Piliz'" we are given
C3 data. !fIVe subdivide D into eight sub-cubes Di ,lzi, (see Figure 5./(b», then there exists uniquely one piecewise
function W on D such that
a. Wi,;z;] = WID;I'z'l is a polynomial a/degree 2. that interpolates the set o!C3 data at PiliI.,·
b. W;s C' continuous on D.
c. IfW' is defined in rhe same way over an adjacent cube D', then Wand W' are C
I continuous on tile common
face ofD and D'.
Proof: In the cube Dilili]' let
, , ,
'" ( ) '" '" '" """B'B'B'¥Vilili] X,Y,Z = L.J L.J L.J wijl: i j 1: .
•=0 j=O 1:=0
Then by Lemma 5.1 we know that eight coefficienls around vertex Pililil are detennined by interpolating the C 3 data.
000 ... un ... wDlO
The remaining control points are detennined by the collinear condition. For example, wow = tJ;12:;X~l + 11;I~X~~·
Therefore, W is C I continuous on D.
Now suppose W'(x, y, z) is a funcLion defined on D' in the same way as W, and D ' and D share a common face.
We shall prove that W and W' are C I conLinuous. Obviously, they have the same control points on the common face.
Then by Lemma B.3, we know that collinear conditions are satisfied for each grid point on the common face. For
example, consider a collinear condition at wgro. Suppose D ' is x-neighbor of D then we follow Figure 5.I(b) where
(wm, wm, w?lg), (wnW, w;k~, wHhO), and (wm, w~, wo~W) satisfy collinear conditions since they are on one
cube. Furthennore (wHW, wm, wm) and (wmO, wglg, wJ:g) also satisfy the collinear conditions (see the proofof
Lemma B.3). Then by Lemma B.3 the remaining collinear condition holds. 0
Lemma B.5 Let a, b, c, d and w be given (see Figure 6.1(a)) such that
w-a b-w w-c d-w
.6.xl 8X2 ~ = 8Y2
Then there exist WI ... W4 satisfying the equations
d-W3 W4-d C-WI
~~' 8XI








8YI + .6.Y2 .6.YZa---w,
.6.y, .6.YI
&1:, + .6.xz d .6.x28YI + 8Y2 8x28Y2--- a+ WI.





Proof: First, it is easy to see that the first three equations of (B.I?) are equivalent to (B.18}--{B.20). Now
we prove that the last equality of (B.t?) holds if W2-W4 are defined by (B.18}-(B.20). Il follows from (B.16) that
a = 6:r:rt<\:l:?w_ ~b.d = ~w- ¥Ic"Subslitutinglheseinto(B.20), wehavew~= ~b-~ &r~"!:Ao:?c+
.....2 =1 "!II "YI "!II ...!lI ..... '
~ ~WI =~.!J.b- ~W2. Therefore the last equalily of(B.17) holds. 0
....!I, =1 YI ",vI
Lemma B.6 For a given cube. let (ql' ZJ, Q2, Yz, Q3, %2, Q4, y" w), (rJ, ZI, TZ. x2, r3, Z2, r4, XI, w) and (51) x" 82, Yz,
53, X2, 54, YI, w) satisfy the 2D-collinearconditions(see Figure 6.1(b)). Then there exist WI, . .. , Ws satisfying twelve
collinear conditions (each one corresponds to olle edge of the cube), and the solution is one dimensional. More
precisely, the set of twelve equations is equivalent to a subset of seven equations (E.g., four equarions on a face and
onefrom the oppositeface can be removed).
Proof: Let [WiWj] denote the collinear equation for the unknowns w. and Wj on the corresponding edge (see
Figure 6.1(b)). Suppose we remove the equations [WZW3]. [W3W7]. [W6W7], [W2W6J on the top face of Figure 6.I(b) and
[WSWg] on the bottom face. Then we have seven equations left and the eight unknowns WI, . .. , Wg. Now take WI to
be free, we shall show that Wz, . .. , Wg can be detennined from WI uniquely by collinear conditions.
First, it follows from Lemma B.5 that W4' Ws, Wg are uniquely defined by 2D-coIJinear conditions on the bottom
face, and they are expressed explicitly by WI.
Secondly, Wz W3 are similarly detennined and expressed by WI by using the 2D-collinear condition on the face that
face us in Figure 6.1(b). Similarly, Wj, w-, are expressed explicitly by W4. and W4 is in turn expressed by WI, lhen W3,
W7 are expressed by WI. In the same fashion, W6 is expressed by WI also.
Finally. it is easy to show from Lemma B.5 that all the lwelve collinear conditions are satisfied by such defined w's.
Since each W is defined uniquely, then seven equations used are linear independent. They are therefore equivalent to
the twelve equations. 0
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